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About This Content

As the 2nd War for Armageddon rages on, you are called once again to rise up once again in defence of humanity against the
Xenos threat. Be prepared to face new challenges as you fight your way through five new scenarios set on the aptly named world

of Armageddon.

This scenario pack DLC features 5 all new scenarios in a variety of mission types, ranging from search and destroy to last stand
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defensive battles!

Also, for the first time, take direct control of the Ork Waaagh! against the AI in 3 battles pitting your Orks against the might of
the Steel Legion and Space Marines!

Each scenario is played as independent content so you can jump immediately into the action.

This Scenario Pack is available free of charge for our players to experience and enjoy.

LIST OF SCENARIOS

Titans' Fall

Jungle Struggle

Orkish Armageddon

Martyr's Point

Equatorial Frontier
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warhammer 40 000 armageddon + untold battles dlc

Oh hi mike
does your weenie feel good?
-MIKE. Purchased the Microsoft RTS Collection: Age of Empires/Age of Mythology/Rise of Nations and dont have the rise of
raja DLC. Should I say this game is waste of money and time?....Yeah!
Bought with -90% coupon, but still.

It's just a "how fast you can click" "Simulator". Avoid stuffs, grab "powerup" to spend your money twice as fast etc.
(Was) good for cards and maybe for achievements, but nothing else.. Nice game. Nice graphic. Nice Story. Levels and
achievements broken. Do not buy this.. There really isn't a game here. That says it all, but I'll cover the bases. Keyboard\/mouse
controls work, but the gamepad does not (although a gamepad control option is available). The game ran smoothly, but the
visuals are boring and pretty much limited to what you see in the screenshots...I haven't gotten past the first mission so I'm only
assuming. The Sky Hawk itself is loaded with missiles and guns, neither of which can be accurately aimed due to a lack of any
sort of targeting reticle\/system. Fuel, ammo and armor can be replinished from the supply points scattered around the map, but
I have yet to find a way to actually pick them up or shoot them to activate. So you eventually run out of either fuel, armor or
ammo and the mission fails. Luckily I purchased this on sale, so I'm not out a great deal of money, but I actually wouldn't
recommend this "game" at any price unless it somehow gets finished. If it does get fixed I'll update my review.. so, It was long
and boring. Had a few good parts, but that's all. The playstyle is a mix between BS3 and point-and-click, being bad, as a result.
Storywise, doesen't really have a connection to the other games.. Runespell: Overture was fun. It reminds me a lot of
PuzzleQuest, except matching blocks was replaced with competitive solitaire. Build those those trips, quads, and boats to attack
the enemy. There's also spells and other typical RPG trappings. Good stuff. It's the first chapter of a larger story. It wasn't that
long and the game abruptly ends.. Right off the bat, I gotta say that Muffled Warfare is a pretty dope shooter. Mind you, not the
best, but it's not the worst. I like how GattaiGames is dedicated to using the "muffled sound" style (don't know what to call it)
when making their games. It shows uniqueness. One thing that stuck out to me was the fact that bots can be included in games;
it's always good to have that feature, especially when some games don't have many players or when some people don't have
friends to play with. It could use a few more guns though, but that can come at a later date. One more thing, is that Muffled
Warfare could do with some music; I understand you guys may be going with a specific style of play, but it just seems a bit
boring without some background music. Props to GattaiGames for making a bomb game, and I can't wait to get back into it!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HMt2CXHuLQI. Cheap design.
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Teamed up 3 against whoever joined after 10 minutes, made best friends for life <3 10/10 game. Truly a hidden gem that goes
the extra mile with great narration from Christopher Lee himself. I feel honored to have played this game. Anyone who says this
game isn't worth the $7 price tag is fooling themselves.. So much time and love went into this game AND IT'S FREE!!!! I could
see the game easily going for 4.99 and being a pretty good pickup as it's extremely well polished and filled with quite a few
secrets.

You can tell this was a labor of love from the game devs and it is fantastic because of it.. Pixel shoot em up game.
Got a free copy of the game from orlygift.com. The graphics on this game are amazing. Puzzle like game play.. puzzle game
with cubes. i found it boring but its well made. Awesome Nes-Styled Retro Game, go check it out!. Weather Lord: In Search of
the Shaman is a time\/resource management game and the third in the series. The Weather Lord series is similair to the 12
Labors of Hercules series, except more detailed with more things to manage. It has a good story, nice graphics, and detailed
characters. As with most games in this genre, you gather resources (food, wood, gold, etc.), you can build several different
building types that can be upgraded (sawmills, gold mines, grainmills, etc.), repair things, use various power ups and try to beat
the timer. Where the Weather Lord series differs from others in this genre are the weather tools. Sun to dry up, clouds to grow,
and others. I recommend this game and series if you like the genre.
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